
 

                                      

6  WAYS TO MAKE YOUR HOME MORE YOU – A STYLE GUIDE 

Let’s start with a deceptively simple question: 

 

“How do you want your home to feel?” 

 

Focusing on this question yourself can work wonders. Defining the feelings you want 

to cultivate in your home will give your home a purpose. Too many people want 

their home to look like someone else's. Shouldn't your home reflect who you are and 

what you love? Well, of course it should!  

 

Always start by deciding which look and mood you would like to create.  Choosing 

the right elements will inevitably reflect your own unique character and personality. 

Our homes ultimately tell the story of who we are. It boils down to getting personal. 

Whatever your taste, be confident in incorporating it into your decorating 

approach and get creative with your choices.  

 

Focus first on the big-impact items, then concentrate on smaller accessories. Too 

often people get hung up on a small detail that can derail the flow of the bigger 

items. The idea is to work from large to small.  

 

Here are some ideas to give you the confidence you need to do just that: 

 

1) INCLUDE SOLID WOOD – IT WILL LAST A LIFETIME 

Trends are seasonal, but works of artistry and craftsmanship never lose their 

relevance to time and place. A piece of furniture made from solid indigenous wood 

will last you a lifetime. Wood is extremely durable and lasts for generations. Each 

piece of wood furniture is unique. Whether your home is traditional, modern, 

eclectic or has a rustic theme there will always be wooden furniture to suit it. 



Nothing can touch the beauty and strength of natural wood, and it has an inner 

glow and richness which delights the eye.  

 

2) ENHANCE YOUR DECOR WITH WALL ART 

Your home will inherently be better off with beautiful art in it. Keep your mind open 

as art plays an integral part in expressing your style. 

 

 Choose a selection of artwork and prints in complementary colours and 

themes. One great piece of artwork can create a focal point and can 

enliven an entire room. 

 Choose a wall in your home to hang family pictures. Some can be printed on 

canvas, others framed in white, aluminum or oak. Not all the images should 

be in colour, try a few in black and white or sepia. 

 

3) CHOOSE COLOURS TO ELEVATE YOUR MOOD 

Keep in mind that each colour has a psychological value. Think about how 

certain colours make you feel; they can influence any emotion, from tranquility to 

unease. To create peace and harmony in your home, choose your colours wisely. 

Let your textiles be your guide. Fabric, carpeting, furniture and tiles are available in 

a more limited range of colours than paint, so choose them first and then decide on 

your paint colour. Pale greys and whites remain popular. Sometimes minimalism is 

key. Unless you’re comfortable working with a complex colour palette, minimizing 

your scheme to two colours will make your space look more sharp and put-

together.  

 

4) ANCHOR YOUR ROOMS WITH RUGS 

A large rug will anchor any space and will provide the opportunity to introduce 

texture and colour into the room. Rugs offer one of the easiest ways to add colour, 

warmth and texture to a space. TThe rug you choose will be dictated as much by 

personal taste as by practical considerations. Think about your room in the context 

of everyday living. Is it a room for relaxing, or one that serves a specific purpose. 

 

 

 



5) KNOW THAT LIGHTING IS EVERYTHING 

Lighting is possibly the most important factor to consider. Often overlooked, lighting 

can make or break your design scheme. Good lighting makes everything look 

better and is essential for creating moods and highlighting focal points. A feature 

light fixture, can become a stunning design focus. 

 

6) FILL YOUR SCHEME WITH DECORATIVE ACCESSORIES 

You’ll be able to see what areas need attention and have a better sense of scale. 

Always leave room for the unexpected. You may come across something surprising 

in your decorating journey that has special meaning or even adds a bit of humour. 

Display meaningful heirlooms in your bookcases or on table tops. Incorporate a few 

important pieces that document your history into your bookcase, but make sure you 

use more books than accessories. Too many accessories makes for a cluttered and 

unfocused look. 

 

Don’t discount originality or quirkiness; it’s what makes your home truly yours. 

 

LOOKING FORWARD TO MEETING YOU! 

TANJA HANSEN 

 

                                                          

http://www.houzz.com/ideabooks/1338801/list/Handmade-Home--How-to-Style-Your-Bookcase

